Install Confidence: Install Rain Bird® Pump Stations.

Rain Bird now designs and custom-builds golf pump stations. This hands-on approach assures that the entire irrigation system—from reservoir to rotor—works reliably and efficiently. Nobody else offers a completely integrated irrigation system. Nobody. Contact your Rain Bird Golf distributor today or visit www.rainbird.com.
Continued from page 30

even the most happy-go-lucky superintendent will have to think twice about rising costs. At Locust Hill, Slattery’s primary concern entering his Nov. 1 fiscal new year is replacing his irrigation system. The cost of plastic pipe — another byproduct of natural gas — has dramatically risen. The market is so volatile, Slattery says, that irrigation installers will guarantee their prices for no more than 10 to 15 days.

“All the experts I talked to said they don’t think prices will ever come back down, even if petroleum does drop in price,” Slattery says. “Once it goes up there, it stays up there.”

As he had done with fertilizer last year, Slattery plans to pre-order irrigation pipe in bulk as soon as he receives the final design of his new system. The manufacturer will store the pipe until Slattery is ready to begin the project. The same goes for copper wire, another product that has become more expensive this year.

“If you know when you’re going to use it and how much you’re going to use, purchase it now,” Slattery says.

With this year’s price hikes in mind, most superintendents will seek bigger budgets for 2006. John Miller, the certified superintendent at municipally operated The Golf Club at Yankee Trace, in Centerville, Ohio, anticipates a slight increase, especially with rounds up at his course this year.

“Business has been good,” he says. “In a worst-case scenario, we’ll maintain status quo. But in reality, with the cost of fuel going up and potentially fertilizer going up, too, status quo would be like getting cut.”

Sprague, in his fifth year at Rainier, will make his annual request for more staff. Unfortunately, fulfilling that proposal would necessitate extra dues from members, so the prospects of a bigger crew remain in doubt. “But we haven’t been asked to decrease crew size,” Sprague optimistically notes.

Good communication, according to Slattery, is vital in requesting budget increases. “You have to be able to talk to (management) and explain to them the situation in a way they can understand it,” he says. “As long as they know up front, things go a lot smoother.”

If corners need be cut — either this year or next — there are plenty of ways to do so.

The first area Miller looks at — “unfortunately,” he notes — is labor. And while employees are rarely let go because of budget constraints, their overtime hours are always susceptible.

“(Labor) seems to be the area where we typically have a little bit of flexibility,” Miller says. “If we happen to be blessed enough to catch

Continued on page 34

Fuel Costs Already Difficult for Some to Ignore

The inflated gas prices of 2005 are anything but an afterthought at Bunker Hill Golf Course in Medina, Ohio.

“As far as budget numbers are concerned, the two biggest factors for me are definitely gasoline and fungicide,” superintendent Scott Brickley says. “Everything else is status quo, if not below.”

Beginning with regular gas — including that which is used for the course’s golf cars — Brickley is exceeding the monthly budget by an average of $400. In April, May and June, he spent $1,121, $1,196 and $1,702, respectively.

The monthly budget for premium gas has also gone over budget by about $200; for example, from $700 to $933 in April. And the diesel budget is “just unbelievable,” Brickley says. “We are $600 to $700 over every month.”

Thus far, Brickley hasn’t been asked to make any cuts, outside of limiting the only three applicable workers to no more than three hours of overtime per week.

— By Thomas Skernivitz
Decisions, decisions.

The Standard Golf Flag Collection...Now includes Heavy-Duty Nylon.

Standard Golf has blue flags. Red flags. Yellow, green and white ones. Flags with embroidery or silkscreening. Two-tone flags. Checkered flags. Nylon, cotton or knit flags. Now, we're excited to introduce new heavyweight 400-denier nylon flags. They stand up to windy conditions, resist fading and because they're not polyurethane coated, they won't get sticky or collect dirt like those from other flag companies. These flags are tough, but that makes choosing them easy. Ordering is easy, too...call 866-SG-EXPRESS to talk with a company representative, or work with your local Standard Golf Distributor.

For toll-free express service, call 1-866-SG-EXPRESS (1-866-743-9773).
When it comes to budget woes this year, "it's all about pythium," says Scott Brickley, the superintendent at Bunker Hill Golf Course in Medina, Ohio.

"In a worst-case scenario, we'll maintain status quo (with our budget). But in reality, with the cost of fuel going up and potentially fertilizer going up, too, status quo would be like getting cut."

JOHN MILLER
CERTIFIED SUPERINTENDENT,
THE GOLF CLUB AT YANKEE TRACE

Continued from page 32

a rainy day, and we can't really be productive, we're looking to send some of our laborers home."

Miller also rations his chemicals, if necessary. He'll skip a spray if possible and rely instead on integrated pest management (IPM) strategies. "What we're trying to do is stretch (the chemicals) a little bit, maybe even into next year," he says.

Sprague, meanwhile, has been able to spend more on fertilizer, largely because machinery upgrades in recent years have parlayed into fewer repair bills. "Last year we had some major breakdowns, and we kind of based our (2005) budgeting on history," he says. "But it's kind of unpredictable. You can get hit by a couple of big costly parts and get right back to where you guessed you'd be."

Like Sprague, Slattery doesn't want to skimp on fertilizer, regardless of how expensive it gets. He'd just as soon downgrade a tree-pruning program, reduce overtime or hire one less employee.

"Even when I was at golf courses with very small budgets, I may not have asked for more money in my budget, but I refused to drop my line items for fertilizer," he says.

Anything less from superintendents, even in the midst of this summer's pythium epidemic, would mean going down without a fight for their turf.

"We're playing against Mother Nature, and we hope that we win six out of 10 times," Brickley says. "But the other four times she just kicks our [behinds]."
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Good golfers love them, bad golfers need them, and like the rest of the golf course, superintendents have to diligently maintain them. They are practice ranges, and providing a facility that players deem “good” or even “excellent” can go a long way in building customer loyalty and bolstering course revenue.

While definitions of “good” and “excellent” vary, superintendents polled for this article generally agreed on the elements that make a practice range attractive and easy to use: The number of driving stalls should be commensurate with the number of members (private course) or average daily golfers (daily fee or resort); the putting green should mirror the actual greens on the course in speed and undulation; and a short-game area for chipping is essential for attracting serious golfers.

“Consumers want space, good conditions, nice golf balls and a realistic setting,” says Steve di Costanzo, president of the Golf Range Association of America (GRAA) in New Canaan, Conn.

Each year the GRAA ranks the top 100 ranges in the United States by region, based on a variety of criteria. In addition to the above elements, di Costanzo says a practice range vying for a spot in the rankings should have well-defined target greens laser-measured with specific distances from each hitting bay, a natural turf putting green built to United States Golf Association (USGA) specifications, and a short-game area with quality turf that lets players check the spin on their chip shots.

“You can’t just have grass mowed short on the tee, you have to have the same grass that’s on the golf course,” adds di Costanzo.

So how much should a course budget to provide a Top 100-worthy practice range, or just one of which members or loyal daily-fee golfers can be proud? The answer exists along a sliding scale — one affected by geography, labor rates and climate.

At the famed Olympic Club in San Francisco, superintendent Pat Finlen spends up-
How much a golf course should spend to provide a worthy practice range depends on myriad factors, including geography, labor rates and climate.

wards of $100,000 on labor alone to maintain a practice facility that houses a 60,000-square-foot, four-level driving range with 28 stations, a 5,000-square-foot chipping green with two practice bunkers, and two putting greens that total 25,000 square feet.

"It’s an expansive facility that the members love and utilize at astounding rates," Finlen says. "We recently reconstructed the Cliffs putting green and the Lake chipping green and we’re looking at lengthening the driving range to accommodate today’s technologically advanced equipment."

According to Finlen, the Olympic Club spends $30,000 per year on materials — post reconstruction — including sand/peat mix, seed, fertilizer, water, tee towels, makers and other items. His staff mows the driving range three times a week to fairway height and fills divots, daily.

The Olympic Club’s members can’t seem to get enough of the facility. Finlen says the driving range is at 60 percent to 70 percent capacity all day, and the chipping area is utilized about 50 percent of the time.

“We have 350 members with handicaps of 10 or under, so they appreciate the range and the way it is maintained,” he says.

The gap in maintenance expenditures between a private club with a 12-month season and a resort course with a 30-week season can be more like a chasm. At Circling Raven Golf Club at the Coeur D’Alene Casino and Resort in Worley, Idaho, superintendent Brian Woster gets by on about $21,000 a year — roughly $100,000 less than Finlen.

“The maintenance costs of the practice putting green are absorbed into the costs of the other 18 greens on the course,” Woster says. "We're able to provide a first-rate practice facility at a very reasonable cost."

Opened in 2003, the Gene Bates-designed course boasts a driving range and short-game area across from the clubhouse that gives the appearance of being endless in scope and stature as it blends into the surrounding hills and wheat fields. Golfers can pound balls into oblivion from a generous collection of 14 stations, or chip and pitch from nine stations to an expertly coifed chipping green.

“Golfers want large — a large driving range, a large putting green and plenty of space to maneuver," Woster says.

According to Woster, his staff mows the range landing area and target greens once a week and the range tees and chipping green every other day. Materials, limited to top-dressing, sand and seed, run just over $5,500.

“I would think if you look at the national picture, this is a very good practice facility," Woster says.

Clubs and courses with average practice ranges looking to upgrade to top-notch facilities such as those at the Olympic Club and Continued on page 38
A short-game area for chipping is essential for attracting serious golfers.

Continued from page 37

Circling Raven can expect significant increases in maintenance costs, depending upon the size of the expansion and the additional labor required to maintain it.

Dick Stuntz, superintendent at the 36-hole Alvamar Golf and Country Club in Lawrence, Kan., recently oversaw the addition of a 15,000-square-foot, three-tier bentgrass green designed to facilitate pitching, chipping and bunker shots. Alvamar also expanded its driving range from 30,000 square feet to 100,000, making it one of the larger facilities in the area.

"The entire project brought our annual maintenance expenses on the range from $20,000 to $75,000," Stuntz says.

Stuntz is quick to point out that what works for a 36-hole club with one public and one private course doesn't work for every course. He believes a 25,000- to 30,000-square-foot driving range should suffice for a small membership-based 18-hole private club.

"Range size and the maintenance costs depend on a number of factors," Stuntz says. "Amount of play, weather, staffing levels and even course classification come into play."

If there is one constant when it comes to budgeting for practice range upkeep, it's that most superintendents don't separate range maintenance from course maintenance. Finlen, Woster and Stuntz each had to extract figures from their annual budgets.

The practice also holds true along the eastern seaboard.

"In my experience we haven't separated the range from the course in budgeting," says Dan Evers, superintendent at Reston National in Reston, Va. "Not that it would be a bad idea, we just haven't approached it that way."

Evers says his course and other Billy Casper Golf-operated facilities budget maintenance according to total greens, fairways and rough. Putting and chipping greens are budgeted with greens, the driving range stations with fairways and the landing area with the rough.

Average annual maintenance costs for practice ranges at Billy Casper Golf-managed properties in the Mid-Atlantic are about $60,000, according to Evers, based on a 12-month growing season with cool weather grasses.

Figures in the balmy, bermudagrass-dominated Southeast are similar. At the Tega Cay Golf Club in Tega Cay, S.C., superintendent Aaron Nolan spends about $55,000 annually to maintain what many local golfers feel is one of the top practice facilities in the Charlotte area.

"Our labor and materials costs are fairly close," Nolan says.

During a major overhaul that included the construction of a new nine holes, clubhouse and outdoor pavilion, Tega Cay installed a concrete slab with practice mats and tees on a tier just below the turf-teeing stations. Nolan says the addition was out of necessity and was not a cost-saving measure.

"Our grass teeing area is only 6,000 to 8,000 square feet," he says. "We use the mats three days a week to put less stress on the natural turf.

In addition to the driving range, Tega Cay features two putting greens and a chipping green that total 35,000 square feet, and a practice bunker on the far end of the range near the first tee of one of its three nine-hole courses.

"It's a unique setup that appeals to golfers," Nolan says.

Shane Sharp is freelance writer based in Charlotte, N.C., and a frequent contributor to Golfdom.
Rain Bird salutes the tireless efforts of the Merion Golf Club staff. Tees to greens, the layout was championship caliber.

The appearance and playability of this prestigious venue is the standard, as evidenced by the fact Merion Golf Club has hosted more major championships than any other course in the country. Again, congratulations, and Rain Bird is pleased its products helped to make this yet another memorable event.

For more information on how Rain Bird Golf irrigation products work to effectively manage and conserve water, click on www.rainbird.com/golf. For a hands-on demonstration, contact your Rain Bird Golf distributor.
Superintendent offers “Top 10 Opportunities You Can Create For Yourself While Working Within a Tighter Budget”

As the money and resources available to superintendents continue to decrease, there are, I believe, two different mindsets to choose between when sitting down to attack your budget for the upcoming year. The first mindset is with dread; the second is seeing it as a great opportunity. Albert Einstein, who has been quoted a time or two, once said, “In the middle of every difficulty lies opportunity.”

An opportunity for what, exactly, I can hear you asking? Well, let’s see. How about for change? For challenge? For making your golf course even better within an even tighter restraint? Is that not an opportunity to prove your worth? Is that not an admirable challenge?

“Too many people,” the late U.S. politician and author James F. Byrnes wrote, “are thinking of security instead of opportunity.”

It will come as no great shock to anyone reading this that many golf courses are currently operating under a budget very similar (even, in some instances, lower) to the previous year. This is the case even though the prices we pay for supplies are, of course, going up. My budget, for example, has basically remained status quo for three years. So how do we do it? How do we provide the same (or an even better) product with, essentially, fewer resources? That is the great question.

How, you may ask yourself, can I keep my